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The formal 10 year period of CeSOS, financed by 
the Research Council of Norway, is over. 

CeSOS has graduated about 60 PhD candidates and 
provided training and done research resulting in 
over 1000 peer-reviewed publications. 40 more PhD 
candidates are to graduate in the next few years.

After a successful seminar at CeSOS in January, 
we would like to cordially invite you to our inter-
national conference from 27th May to 29th May in 
2013. At the conference, highlights from the past 
10 years of research at CeSOS will be presented 
by current and former CeSOS employees. 

We are also very happy about the fact that a new 
Centre of Excellence emerged from CeSOS, namely 
the Centre for Autonomous Marine Operations and 
Systems! It will start to operate in the autumn of 
2013. We would like to mark the new Centre by its 
kick-off seminar on the third day of the conference. 
Find more information about AMOS at 
www.ntnu.edu/amos.

For more information about the conference, see 
the programme in this brochure as well as the at-
tached detailed programme.

Welcome!

Research at CeSOS aims at developing fundamen-
tal knowledge about how ships and other ocean 
structures behave in the ocean environment, using 
analytical, numerical and experimental studies. 

The scientific and engineering research carried 
out in the Centre has been inspired by the future 
needs for structures and operations in shipping, 
oil and gas, aquaculture and offshore renewable 
energy. Over the past 10 years, research at CeSOS 
extended current knowledge in relevant disciplines 

with an emphasis on hydrodynamics, structural 
mechanics and automatic control, while imple-
menting a synergy between those research fields. 

We hope that the new fundamental knowledge that 
we have generated within our disciplines and in the 
synergy between them over the last 10 years can 
contribute to the improved design of safe, cost 
effective and environmentally friendly structures 
as well as in the planning and execution of marine 
operations. 

Welcome

Background 

Find further information about CeSOS at www.cesos.ntnu.no. 



Session
S16: Room T1
Wave energy converters 

Break

S19: Room T1
Hydrodynamics II  

Lunch

AMOS kick-off seminar: Room T2
Presentations by the AMOS team and the Board, and keynotes by Dr Hari D. Nayar (NASA) 
and national partners

Time
08:30 -10:00

10:00 -10:30

10:30 -12:00

12:00 -13:00

Plenary
13:00 -16:00

S17: Room A1 
Parametric roll   

S20: Room A1
Control of marine operations II

S18: Room T2
Safety of marine operations

S21: Room T2
Reliability analysis
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Session
S4: Room T1
Sloshing

Break

S7: Room T1
Springing, whipping  
Lunch

S10: Room T1
Slamming

Break

S13: Room T1
Aquaculture

Time
09:00 -10:30

10:30 -11:00

11:00 -12:30

12:30 -13:30

13:30 -15:00

15:00 -15:30

15:30 -17:00

S5: Room A1
Control of marine operations 
 

S8: Room A1
Guidance systems

S11: Room A1
Arctic DP

S14: Room A1
Vortex induced vibrations

S6: Room T2
Risers/VIV

S9: Room T2
Arctic operations

S12: Room T2
Wind turbines I

S15: Room T2
Wind turbines II
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Session
Room T2
NTNU Dean Ingvald Strømmen:  Welcome 
Group CEO of DNV Henrik O. Madsen:  Trends and Challenges in Ships and Ocean Structures
Torgeir Moan:  Overview of CeSOS – and Structural Engineering
Odd Faltinsen:  Hydrodynamics
Thor Inge Fossen:  Automatic Control
 
Break

Time
Plenary
13:00 -13:20          
13:20 -14:00                     
14:00 -15:30 

15:30 -16:00

Parallel
16:00 -17:30

17:45

S2: Room A1 
Control applications  

S1: Room T2
Hydrodynamics I    
Reception

S3: Room T1
Stochastic analysis
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For practical information, please see back side!



Practical information

Lunch
The lunch on Tuesday and Wednesday is being 
served at the cafeteria in the Marine Technology 
Centre. See the programme for the dates.

Free bus transport during the conference 
days is organised as follows: 

27th May
From the Marine Technology Centre in the evening: 
Bus leaves the Marine Technology Centre at 18:30 
hours for “Torget” downtown  and Rica Nidelven Hotel. 

28th May
To the Marine Technology Centre in the morning: 
Bus leaves Rica Nidelven Hotel at 08:00 hours and 
from “Torget” downtown at 08:15 hours.

From the Marine Technology Centre in the after-
noon: Bus leaves the Marine Technology Centre 
at 17:15 hours for “Torget” downtown and Rica 
Nidelven Hotel. 

29th May
To the Marine Technology Centre in the morning: 
Bus leaves Rica Nidelven Hotel at 07:35 hours and 
from “Torget” downtown at 07:50 hours.

Other transport in Trondheim:
The “Flybuss” commutes frequently to and from 
the airport Værnes from many bus stops in town.
Taxis, including “Flytaxi” to and from the airport 
Værnes can be ordered at tel.nr. 07373.

Walking
It is possible to walk between the Marine Technology 
Centre and downtown. The route is less than 2,5 km. 
If you are interested, the conference service desk 
will provide you with a map of the route.

Don’t hesitate to ask the conference service 
desk for help! 


